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About Heather 
Heather Tully is a homeschooling mom of ten using the Charlotte Mason 
Method. She is also a talented photographer and an expert in managing 
lots of ages in Morning Time. 

Key Ideas 
Some of Heather’s best tips for success in your morning time include spending time in prayer asking 
God to guide your family’s learning, picking things you enjoy, and finding ways to hit all the age 
groups in Morning Time. It can also help to let the older kids pick things for Morning Time and even 
let them do some of the reading. Let the beauty of what you are learning speak to your children and 
just keep going. Consistency in Morning Time is key and will help establish a routine. 

The daily struggles of Morning Time can make it hard to stay consistent, but one of the best 
motivators to keeping up with it is to behold wonder. Allow the stories and ideas take front and center 
and learn alongside your children. It’s important for our kids to see us learning.  

Be willing to adjust the length of your Morning Time as necessary. Sometimes, it may be necessary to 
shorten Morning Time in order to focus on training one of the younger ones to sit still and participate 
quietly. Keep the little ones close during Morning Time and have some special activities for them to 
do that allow them to learn with everyone. And, when things are challenging, use it as an opportunity 
to practice patience and extend grace.   
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Quotables 
“And then the biggest reason why I morning time with all of my students is this an opportunity to 

wonder with my children. I get to learn with them and alongside of them. And that is a way to 
demonstrate to them that learning's important to mama too.”   

Heather Tully 

“Sometimes the best advice is just to keep going and let the things you're focusing on, the poetry, 
the read-alouds, the hymns, speak to your children.”  

Heather Tully 

“I tell myself is just to quietly demonstrate the love of learning.” 

Heather Tully 

Time Stamps 
3:46 meet Heather 
8:33 Heather shares how Morning Time got started 
10:12 the reason Heather does Morning Time even with all its challenges 
14:13 some practical tips to have success 
19:46 loop scheduling in Morning Time 
22:07 beholding wonder 
25:07 sharing some favorite resources 
28:18 long term planning for Morning Time 
33:32 keeping toddlers busy and adjusting for younger ones 
42:00 knowing when to add to Morning Time and keeping it organized 
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